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ABSTRACT

We provide two examples to illustrate how electronic structure calculations contribute to our

understanding of vacancies and their role in determining materials properties. Diffusion and elec-

tromigration in aluminium are known to depend strongly on vacancies. Electronic structure cal-

culations show that the vacancy-impurity interaction oscillates with distance, and this leads to

an explanation for both the increased electromigration resistance and the slow impurity diffusion

for copper in aluminium. Calculations of vacancies in plutonium have been used in conjunction

with positron annihilation lifetime measurements to identify the presence of helium-filled vacan-

cies. Helium stabilization of vacancies can provide the precursor for subsequent vacancy-related

changes in materials properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Vacancies contribute in a number of ways to the properties of materials. Their effects and

interactions must be taken into account in describing a variety of processes and materials aging is-

sues since they are intrinsic defects and their influence cannot be eliminated at finite temperatures.

Vacancies play a crucial role in diffusion, the random motion of atoms in a solid, and in electro-

migration, the transport of atoms under the influence of electric fields and currents. Vacancies can

also contribute significantly to resistivities in metals at elevated temperatures. Radiation damage

in crystalline materials often produces Frenkel defects, i.e. vacancy-interstitial pairs, and although

the vast majority of these recombine rapidly, vacancies can still lead to changes in microstructure

with subsequent changes in materials properties.

In this paper we consider the role played by vacancies in two different materials problems.

The first example concerns the role of vacancies in diffusion and electromigration in dilute alloys,

with particular attention to the case of Cu in Al. The variation of the impurity-vacancy interaction

with distance is shown to be significant. The second example addresses the detection by positron

annihilation of self-irradiation-induced vacancies in plutonium using positron annihilation. Theo-

retical calculations of positron lifetimes based on first principles electronic structure methods play

an essential role in interpreting the experimental data in this case.

DIFFUSION AND ELECTROMIGRATION

Bulk diffusion of substitutional impurities and self-diffusion in close packed fcc and hcp metals

are mediated by vacancies [1, 2]. Only the atoms adjacent to vacancies can change their lattice

position at any given moment, so diffusion is strongly dependent on the vacancy formation energy

which controls the number of thermal vacancies present in the system. Diffusion also depends on

the migration energy, the amount of energy required to carry an atom over the energy barrier from

its original lattice position into the vacancy site. Self-diffusion is generally described in terms of

an activation energyQ0 which combines these terms:

D = D0 e�Q0=kT
: (1)
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The diffusion of substitutional impurities can also be represented in this exponential form, but with

a different activation energy [1, 2, 3]:

Dimp= D2 e�Q2=kT
: (2)

It is customary to define the activation energy difference:

∆Q= Q2�Q0 = ∆Eh+Ei�v�C; (3)

where∆Eh is the difference in migration energies between bulk and impurity atoms,Ei�v is the

impurity-vacancy interaction energy, andC is a correlation term which is typically small and has a

slight temperature dependence.

The impurity-vacancy interaction enters into the activation energy difference in a very direct

way [3, 4] - impurities with negative impurity-vacancy interaction energies attract vacancies to

nearest-neighbour sites thereby lowering the activation energy, while positive impurity-vacancy

interactions indicate repulsion, and an increase in the activation energy. If we assume that the

migration energies are similar to those for the bulk atoms, then impurities with attractive impurity-

vacancy interactions will tend to have lower activation energies than self-diffusion, and will there-

fore be fast diffusers. In contrast, those that repel vacancies will have higher activation energies,

leading to slower diffusion rates than those observed for self-diffusion. Table I shows some fast

and slow diffusers in Al, with corresponding values of∆Q [5, 6]. Note that Cu is a slow diffuser

in Al, suggesting that Cu repels vacancies from its nearest-neighbour shell.

The kinetic five-frequency model is widely used to describe diffusion in fcc lattices [3]. In

this model, frequencies are assigned to the various jumps that atoms can make into adjoining va-

cancy sites. The individual frequencies depend on the activation energies for individual atomic

processes, so the impurity-vacancy interaction enters indirectly through the values of the frequen-

cies for jumps that change the impurity-vacancy separation. The model effectively includes only

nearest-neighbor impurity-vacancy interactions since it distinguishes only atomic jumps that in-

volve impurities and vacancies in neighboring sites either before or after the jump is completed. All

other atomic jumps are represented in terms of a single “bulk” frequency, regardless of impurity-

vacancy separation.
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In cases where there is a difference in charge between the impurity and the host, the impurity-

vacancy interaction has been estimated on the basis of electrostatic screening [1, 7, 8],

Ei�v(r) �
e�qr

r
; (4)

where q is the inverse screening length. This interaction is generally evaluated and used only at

the nearest-neighbour distance. However, if it is taken to further distances, it clearly represents a

monotonic variation of the impurity-vacancy interaction with distance. First principles electronic

structure calculations can assess the applicability of these models to dilute alloys. By examining

the impurity-vacancy interaction as a function of distance, it is possible to determine quantitatively

if the nearest-neighbour term alone is sufficient for an accurate description of the impurity-vacancy

interaction in diffusion, or if further neighbour terms should be included. It is also possible to

assess the reliability of simple models like the statically screened electrostatic model for describing

the interactions at longer distances, and if the interactions are indeed monotonic in nature.

Vacancies also play an important role in electromigration in which the random atomic diffusion

is biased by an applied electric field leading to net mass transport in one direction. Electromigra-

tion in aluminium interconnects is one of the major failure mechanisms for microelectronic devices

[9]. It is well known that the addition of a few atomic percent of copper in aluminium leads to a

significant increase in electromigration resistance, improving the operating lifetime of the micro-

electronic devices. The mechanism by which Cu increases electromigration resistance is unknown,

however. There have been several suggestions, many of which are based on an assumed attractive

interaction between the vacancies and the impurity Cu atom [10, 11, 12]. These models appear to

be in contradiction with diffusion data since a repulsive impurity-vacancy interaction is required

to account for the slow diffusion[5] of Cu in Al. This apparent contradiction has stimulated the

present study of impurity-vacancy interactions in Al.

We have used a first principles self-consistent electronic structure approach to calculate the

total energy as a function of impurity-vacancy separation for a variety of substitutional impurities

in aluminium. The linear muffin tin orbital method together with the atomic sphere approximation

[13] and the local density approximation [14] were used in a supercell geometry with 32 atoms,
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including an impurity atom and an empty sphere on the vacancy site. The all-electron calculations

included fully relativistic core states and scalar-relativistic valence states. The basis set included

s, p andd orbitals on all sites, and the Brillouin zone integration was performed with a mesh of

125 k-points. Convergence in k-point sampling was checked by performing additional calculations

with 216 and 343 k-points. The most significant approximation in this approach is the neglect of

lattice relaxation around the vacancy and impurity sites. The implications of this approximation

for our results will be addressed below.

The calculations were performed with the impurity atom at nearest-neighbour, second-neighbour,

third-neighbour and fourth-neighbour positions with respect to the vacancy in the same unit cell.

The total energies were converged to 1 meV or better in all cases. Seven different impurity atoms

were considered to ensure reliability in the observed trends - Sc, Ti, Cu, Mg, Si, Ag and Au. We

observe a pronounced oscillation in the total energy with impurity-vacancy separation for all seven

impurities. The amplitude of this oscillation is numerically significant, and is unaffected when we

increase the number of k-points, indicating that it is not an artefact of the calculation.

The oscillatory form of the total energy suggests that the impurity-vacancy interaction itself

may oscillate with distance. The well-known Friedel oscillations [15] in the charge density around

an impurity provide a natural source of an oscillating interaction in dilute alloys. The Friedel

oscillations arise due to the metallic screening of the impurity and vacancy potentials by the host

electrons, which in the case of Al have a significant free-electron character.

In order to check if our results are consistent with a Friedel-like mechanism, we have fitted

our total energies to an oscillatory form [15]. We assume that the interaction between any given

vacancy and impurity can be written as

ε(Ri) = A
cos(BRi +φ)

R3
i

; (5)

whereRi is the distance to an impurity in thei�th shell around the vacancy andA, B andφ are

determined from the fitting procedure. This functional form should be valid for distances longer

than screening length, which is less than the nearest-neighbour distance in Al. The calculated total

energies include multiple impurity-vacancy interactions due to the supercell used in the calcula-
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tions, so the fitting procedure must take this into account in determining the parametersA, B and

φ. We write the total energy for a given configuration as

Ei =C+∑
j

ni j ε(Rj); (6)

where the total energiesEi for the configuration with the impurity in shelli around the vacancy

is put equal to the sum over all the impurity-vacancy terms together with a constant background

energyC. The constantC is eliminated analytically, and the fitting procedure is performed using

a standard non-linear fitting procedure [16] to yield the parametersA, B andφ. If the oscillations

truly arise from a Friedel-like form, the value ofB will be close to twice the Fermi wavevector for

Al, 2kF = 1:85a�1
0

Table 2 shows that the values ofB resulting from the fit are close to twice the free-electron

Fermi wavevector in Al for all seven impurities considered here, as expected for a Friedel-based

mechanism. In fact, the values ofB fall slightly below the free-electron estimate, which may be

due to an effective reduction inkF due to Umklapp processes in the crystal. Nevertheless, they are

all within 4–16% of the free-electron value, which strongly suggests that the observed oscillations

in total energy originate from a Friedel-like mechanism.

Figure 1 shows the impurity-vacancy interaction energy as a function of separation based on

the fitted values obtained from the total energy calculations. The positions of the various atomic

shells around the vacancy are indicated. All of the curves show a pronounced oscillatory form,

although the amplitude is small in the case of Mg. There is clearly a strong repulsion at the nearest-

neighbour site for Sc, Cu and Ti, indicating that they are likely to be slow diffusers in Al. This is

consistent with experiment, which shows that both Cu and Sc are slow diffusers. No experimental

data is available for Ti, so this constitutes a theoretical prediction that Ti will be a slow diffuser

in Al. The Si and Au impurities show an attractive impurity-vacancy interaction at the nearest-

neighbour site, and this is consistent with the observation that they are fast diffusers in Al. Mg and

Ag show small repulsive impurity-vacancy nearest-neighbour interactions, so the contribution to

the diffusion activation energy from the migration energy may be significant for these impurities.

In addition if we allow for lattice relaxation, the impurity-vacancy distance will decrease and the
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curves in figure 1 suggest that this will further reduce the impurity-vacancy interaction energy

for Ag and Mg. We note that this effect will also lower the nearest-neighbour interaction for Au

which in the absence of relaxation is slightly more attractive at the second-neighbour site than the

nearest-neighbour site. The impurities Mg, Si, Ag and Au therefore all have attractive or only

slightly repulsive impurity-vacancy interactions at the nearest-neighbour site, consistent with their

observed behaviour as fast diffusers in Al, while the much larger impurity-vacancy repulsions at

the nearest-neighbour site for Sc and Cu are consistent with their observed slow diffusion.

Table 2 also shows the difference in energy between the nearest-neighbour and second-neighbour

impurity-vacancy configurations. These numbers are of the same order as published dissociation

and binding energies [3, 4, 17, 18, 19], and in good quantitative agreement with first principles

calculations for nearest- and second-neighbour impurity-vacancy interaction energies for 3d im-

purities in Al [20]. Note that for the slow diffusers, it is favorable for the atom to sit at the second-

neighbour position from the vacancy site. In fact, this is an attractive interaction at this distance -

the second-neighbour site is more favourable than infinite separation, so that at a sufficiently low

temperature the vacancy is bound to the impurity at the second-neighbour site.

The calculations confirm the validity of an oscillating Friedel-like form for the vacancy-impurity

interaction, and clearly indicate that models relying on nearest-neighbour interactions alone are

not sufficient to describe the impurity-vacancy interaction for all substitutional impurities. The

traditional application of the kinetic model based only on nearest-neighbour interactions is very

reasonable for impurities with attractive impurity-vacancy interactions, such as Si in Al and elec-

tropositive impurities in noble metals [1], where the simple screened-Coulomb electrostatic theory

works well. However for systems with repulsive impurity-vacancy interactions, the oscillatory na-

ture of the interaction, which has its origin in the very general Friedel oscillations, results in the

possibility of an attractive impurity-vacancy interaction at the second-neighbour or some further

neighbour site. This attraction, which can significantly affect the diffusion, is completely neglected

in the widely used five-frequency kinetic model.

We noted in the introduction that Cu in Al is a slow diffuser, implying a repulsive impurity-

vacancy interaction. At the same time, the increase in Al electromigration resistance with Cu
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doping implies that the Cu impurity attracts vacancies, thereby inhibiting their participation in

electromigration. This apparent contradiction is resolved by our results, which show that the

impurity-vacancy interaction is repulsive at the nearest-neighbour site, but that there is a signif-

icant attraction at the second-neighbour site. While this attraction is not sufficient to permanently

bind the vacancy to the Cu site, it may retard vacancy motion sufficiently to result in an increased

electromigration resistance.

Lattice deformation around defects can significantly affect the total energies obtained from the

electronic structure calculations. The relaxation energy for a vacancy in Al is in the range 0.1–0.2

eV [21, 22]. This is comparable to the impurity-vacancy repulsion we calculate, so neglecting

such a large energy contribution is clearly a source of concern. However, the relaxation around the

vacancy will be similar in all configurations, and relatively independent of the impurity-vacancy

separation. The impurity-vacancy interaction is only affected bydifferencesin relaxation energies

due to different configurations, and not by the size of the relaxation energy itself. For this reason,

we have confidence that our results are not adversely affected by neglecting these relaxation ener-

gies. Model calculations indicate that relaxation energies vary by only about 0.015 eV depending

on the impurity-vacancy separation [21]. This is much smaller than the dissociation energy for

an impurity-vacancy pair for Sc, Ti, Cu, and Au (Table 2). The effects of relaxation will be more

important in cases where the amplitudeA is small, such as Mg and Ag, and should then be included

directly in the total energy calculations. In most other cases, however, relaxation will only have a

small quantitative effect on the results. For this reason, our omission of relaxation is not as serious

an approximation as it might at first appear since, to first order, the different impurity-vacancy

configurations have the same relaxation energy. In addition, the oscillatory nature of the impurity-

vacancy interaction will not be affected significantly by lattice relaxation since it arises from the

Friedel oscillations, a fundamental property of the electronic screening in Al.

The widely used five-frequency kinetic model [1, 2, 3] for diffusion is convenient since it pro-

vides a tractable model that facilitates comparison with experiment. In common with essentially all

the analytic work on diffusion on fcc metals, it assumes that only the nearest-neighbour impurity-

vacancy interaction energy is significant. We have shown here that for some impurities there
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may be a very strong nearest-neighbour repulsion together with a significant second-neighbour

attraction. This can modify the diffusion characteristics of the impurity in a way that is not well

described in the standard five-frequency model, and clearly calls for the development of a new

model to account for the second-shell interactions. The calculated nearest-neighbour repulsion

and second-neighbour attraction can also lend support to models of electromigration for Cu in Al

which rely on an impurity-vacancy attraction to increase electromigration resistance.

VACANCIES IN PLUTONIUM STUDIED BY POSITRON ANNIHILATION

Radioactive decay in plutonium results in the creation of a large number of vacancies, inter-

stitials, and other defects. An understanding of the behaviour of these defects is important for

predicting and understanding how materials properties evolve over time. Each radioactive decay

creates a few thousand Frenkel pairs, but the majority of these recombine rapidly, leaving a smaller

fraction of uncompensated vacancies and interstitials that can diffuse and interact with other point

and extended defects in the lattice.

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy provides a sensitive probe of vacancies and open-

volume defects in materials [23]. Positrons annihilate with electrons in the material with a lifetime

that depends on the electron charge density in the vicinity of the positron. For defect-free crystals,

the positron enters a Bloch-like extended state located primarily in the interstitial region where the

repulsion with the similarly charged atomic nuclei is minimized. The positron then annihilates with

a characteristic bulk lifetime determined by the electron charge density in this region. In materials

with open-volume defects, the positron is naturally attracted to vacancies and voids, again due

to repulsion with the atomic nuclei. The lifetime then differs from the bulk lifetime due to the

different electron charge density in the vacancy. Vacancies and open volume defects typically

have longer lifetimes than the defect-free material, since there are fewer electrons available for

annihilation with the positron.

Theoretical calculations of positron lifetimes play a crucial role in interpreting experimental

data [24]. Positron lifetimes reflect the local charge density around the positron, with a unique

lifetime corresponding to each different positron state. When the experimental data provides a
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single lifetime component, indicating that the positrons all annihilate in a similar state, additional

information is required to determine if the observed lifetime value corresponds to a bulk (defect-

free) lifetime or a defect. In systems where several different defects may trap positrons, each with

their own characteristic lifetime, it is often difficult to match the observed lifetime value with the

appropriate defect.

Theoretical calculations of positron lifetimes are based on first-principles electronic structure

methods [24, 25, 26] The electron-electron and electron-positron interactions are all treated within

the local density approximation, as is the enhancement of the positron annihilation rate due to the

mutual attraction of the electron and positron. The parameters for these interactions are obtained

from many-body calculations [27, 28] and are independent of measured positron lifetimes, so the

method truly constitutes a parameter-free first-principles approach for calculating positron life-

times. These lifetime calculations have been very successful in reproducing well established bulk

lifetimes for many elemental metals [25, 26, 29], as well as vacancy lifetimes in metals, semicon-

ductors [26] and oxides [30].

Positron lifetime measurements on aged plutonium samples produced a single component life-

time of 184 picoseconds (ps) [31], indicating that all the positrons annihilate from the same type

of state; either all the positrons remained in extended bulk-states, or they all trapped in similar

defect states. Positron lifetime calculations were performed using our first principles approach

[25] based on the linear muffin tin orbital method. The resulting bulk lifetime was 139 ps, sig-

nificantly lower than the measured lifetime. Supercell calculations for a monovacancy produced

a converged positron lifetime of around 250 ps with a 64 atom supercell. This is significantly

longer than the measured lifetime, indicating that bare monovacancies are not responsible for the

observed lifetime. Divacancies and larger vacancy clusters and voids will have even longer life-

times, corresponding to their lower electron charge densities compared to the monovacancy. The

observed lifetime is therefore not consistent with a defect-free lifetime, or an empty vacancy, va-

cancy clusters, or larger voids.

Helium atoms are produced in plutonium due to alpha decay. There is a strong repulsion

between helium atoms and metal atoms due to the closed Hes-shell of electrons, so helium atoms
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preferentially occupy vacant sites in the lattice if these are available. We have calculated the

positron lifetime in a Pu vacancy containing a He atom and find a lifetime value in the range

170–195 ps, depending on the position of the He atom. This is in excellent agreement with the

measured lifetime value of 184 ps, leading to the conclusion that He-filled vacancies are present in

significant numbers in this aged plutonium sample. Vacancy concentrations of a part per 103
�104

are generally sufficient to trap all the positrons into vacancies, so the observation puts a lower limit

of one part per 104 on the number of helium-filled vacancies in this aged sample.

Helium is known to have an important influence on radiation-induced swelling and subsequent

embrittlement in other materials [32]. Helium atoms can stabilize vacancies and small voids and

lower the critical radius for cavity growth [33]. Helium stabilization of vacancies is therefore

an important precursor for subsequent changes in materials properties, and the identification and

observed evolution of these vacancies provides important information for subsequent modeling of

aging mechanisms in irradiated materials.

CONCLUSIONS

We have used the sophisticated apparatus provided by electronic structure calculations to exam-

ine key issues associated with realistic materials problems. Calculations of the impurity-vacancy

interactions in dilute aluminium alloys provide good agreement with observed trends in diffu-

sion, and also indicate that attractive impurity-vacancy interactions at the second-neighbour lat-

tice distance may be important for understanding diffusion and electromigration properties. First-

principles-based positron lifetime calculations indicate that aged plutonium samples contain an

appreciable concentration of helium-filled vacancies. In other materials like Al, similar obser-

vations have been important in understanding subsequent changes in materials properties due to

aging.
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TABLES

Impurity Sc Ti Cu Mg Si Ag Au

∆Q (eV) 1.61 - 0.04 -0.01 -0.07 -0.15 -0.15

Table 1:Experimental activation energies relative to Al,∆Qexp, for the diffusion of substi-

tutional impurities in Al metal in the temperature range 600–900K (QAl=1.36eV). Positive

values of∆Q correspond to slow diffusers, i.e. slower than self-diffusion, and negative values

correspond to fast diffusers.

Impurity Sc Ti Cu Mg Si Ag Au

B (a�1
0 ) 1.63 1.71 1.77 1.75 1.56 1.62 1.69

∆E21 (eV) -0.19 -0.28 -0.18 -0.04 0.02 -0.08 -0.02

Table 2: ParameterB obtained from fitting the total energies using equations (5) and (6).

For comparison, the Al free-electron value ofB is 1:85a�1
0 . Also listed are the differences in

energy between second-neighbour and nearest-neighbour impurity-vacancy configurations,

∆E21= ε(R2)�ε(R1) as obtained from the fitted parameters.
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Figure 1: Impurity-vacancy interaction energy versus impurity-vacancy separation for

various impurities in Al. Distances from the vacancy to the first through fifth shell of

surrounding atoms in an fcc lattice are indicated. The curves represent the oscillating

part of Eq. (5) while zero interaction energy corresponds to the Al-vacancy interaction

in Al metal.
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